Rules and Regulations

- Career Code
- Constitution
- Evaluation of Academics, Researchers, and Lecturers
- Rules of Study

AMENDED

- The Second Consolidated Rules of Study
- The Third Consolidated Rules of Study (in force since 29 May 2020)
- The Fourth Consolidated Rules of Study (in force since 1 October 2021)

- Performance of Work outside the Workplace of the Employer
- Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
  - The Second Consolidated Rules for Awarding Scholarships and Bursaries
- Disciplinary Code for Students

- Code of Procedure for the Academic Senate
- Code of Electoral Procedure for the Academic Senate
- Code of Procedure for the Research Board
  - The Second Consolidated Rules for the Research Board
- Rules for the State Rigorosum Examination
- Rules for Evaluating Education Activities by Students and Graduates
- CU FA Strategic Plan, 2021-2025
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